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Abstract 
We show that, given a fibrewise pointed space (X,p, s), the smash product functor (-) AB 
X : Top/B, + Top/B, has a right adjoint if and only if the product functor (-) x B X : Top/B ----t 
Top/B has a right adjoint. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Given two fibrewise spaces (X, p) and (Y, q) over a base space B, we denote by 
Yg the fibrewise set consisting of maps between the fibres. The problem of finding a 
topology on YB x in order to make the evaluation map e : Y$ xg X -+ Y continuous 
and satisfying a universal property is well known. This amounts to constructing a right 
adjoint to the fibrewise product functor (-) x B X. The spaces for which the problem 
has a solution are said to be exponentiable and these spaces have been characterized by 
Niefield in [9]. Furthermore, given two such spaces (X, p) and (Y, q), the adjunction 
gives an exponential law with respect to the fibrewise product, that is 2, yt? = z~x.5x), 
for any fibrewise space (2, r). 
When dealing with fibrewise pointed spaces (spaces over B with a fixed section), as 
a suitable fibrewise pointed mapping space we need to consider Yz*, given by pointed 
maps on the fibres. In this case, given an exponentiable space X, we can endow Y,$ 
with the topology induced by the embedding in Yg (and this is essentially what James 
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does in [5, pp. 75, 1911). In this way the evaluation map restricted to Y& is continuous, 
but the universal property related to the fibrewise product does not hold anymore. In 
this paper we show that the right product that we have to consider in this case is the 
jibrewise smash product. In fact (-)x B * gives rise to a right adjoint to (-) A\B X, and in 
this situation we say that (X, p, s) is smash-exponentiable. We then obtain an exponential 
law respect to the smash product. 
The main result is that also the converse holds. That is, given a fibrewise pointed 
smash-exponentiable space (X, p, s), we show that (X, p) is exponentiable, using a char- 
acterization given by Niefield in [9, 2.3(d)]. This means that the “right” topology on 
Y,$ is indeed the one induced by Yg. Another consequence of this result is that smash- 
exponentiability does not depend on the choice of a section. 
Finally we obtain as a corollary that also the pointed spaces given by the fibres of 
(X, p, s) are smash-exponentiable in the category of pointed topological spaces. 
2. Smash-exponentiability and exponentiability 
For the definitions and notions not explicitly given here we refer to [5] (for fibrewise 
topology) and to [I] (for category theory). 
We will denote by Top /B the category of fibrewise spaces (X, p) over base space B, 
with continuous maps f : (X, p) + (Y, 4) such that qf = p. 
We will denote by Top /B, the category of fibrewise pointed spaces (X, p, s) over B, 
with continuous maps f : (X, p, s) 4 (Y, q, j) such that of = p and f s = j. 
Definition 1. An object (X, p) with p : X + B in Top /B is said to be exponentiable if 
the product functor (-) x B X : Top /B + Top/B has a right adjoint, denoted by (-)$. 
In this case, for any q : Y ---f B, qP : Y$ ---f B is a space over B where Y$ as a set is 
given by Ub,zB{f :~-‘(b) + q-‘(b)). 
Definition 2. Let (X, p, s) be a fibrewise pointed space in Top /B*. If the functor (-) AB 
X : Top /B, + Top /B, has a right adjoint (denoted by ( -)(p+)), (X, p, s) is said to be 
smash-exponentiable. 
Lemma 3. Let (X,p, s) be smash-exponentiable in Top/B,. Then for any (Y, q, j), 
(q, j)(P,‘) is given by (Y,“, , Q, y), where Y& as a set is 
IJ {f:f’(b) + q-‘(b) I f(e)) = m}, 
bEB 
cy is the obvious projection over B and the section y sends any b to the map p-’ (b) + 
q-’ (b) constant of value j(b). Furthermore the counit of the adjunction e’ : Yg* AB X + 
Y acts on (f, z) as an evaluation map, that is e’(f> z) = f(z). 
Proof. Let (Y, q, j) be in Top /B*. Fixed a point b in B, the space B U * may be viewed 
as a fibrewise pointed space with section the embedding of B and with projection given 
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by b on * and the identity on B. Since (B U *) AB X = (B, b) V (p-‘(b), s(b)), the set 
HomroplB* ((B U *) AB X, Y) is in bijective correspondence with the set 
{f&(b) --) K’(b) with f(s(b)) = j(b)}. 
By the adjunction, 
Homror/B* (B u * AB x> y) ” HomTop/B* (B u *, YBX,), 
which may be identified with the underlying set of YB*. x Using this identification, it is 
easy to see that the counit of the adjunction e’ : Yz* An X + Y acts on (f, Z) as an 
evaluation map. By the same argument as above, using the trivial fibrewise pointed space 
(B, id, id) instead of B U *, we can show how y behaves. 0 
Theorem 4. Given (X,P, s) in Top/B,, if (X,p) is exponentiable, then (X,p, s) is 
smash-exponentiable. 
Proof. Since (X,p) is exponentiable, for any pointed space (Y, q,j) in Top/B,, one 
can consider q” : Y$ --f B and the evaluation map over B, e : Yg x B X -+ Y. Consider 
in Yz the subspace 
Y& = u {f:P-‘(b) + C’(b), f(0)) = $4). 
bEB 
The restriction of the evaluation map e to YB* x is compatible with the quotient on Yz* x B 
X due to the smash product. Then the universal property of the smash product gives us 
a map e’ : Yg* AB X + Y such that e’(f, Z) = f(x). Using the universal property of 
the evaluation map e it is easy to show that e’ behaves as a counit of an adjunction for 
the smash product, that is for any h : 2 r\B X + Y there exists a unique h’ : 2 + Y,$* 
in Top/B, such that e/h’ /\B lx = h. 
This means that (X-p, s) is smash-exponentiable, with (Y,“,, cy, y) = (q, j)(P,‘). 0 
In order to show the necessary condition of Theorem 4, we are going to use the 
characterization given by Niefield in [9, Theorem 2.3(d)], which we recall here: 
Proposition 5. Given (X, p) in Top /B, we denote by O(X) the collection of all the 
open sets in p-‘(b), as b varies in B. Then (X,p) is exponentiable if and only if given 
z E vb open in p-‘(b), there exists H C O(X) such that, denoting by Hb = { ub E 
H, ub C p-’ (b)}, the following conditions are satisjied: 
(i) vb E H; 
(ii) n H is a neighborhood ofz in X; 
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(iii) H is saturated, that is for any b E B, if Ub E Hb and Ub C Ui, open in p-‘(b), 
then UA E Hb; 
(iv) H has the jinite union property, that is if UIUL E Hb, then U,Ui E Hb, for 
some$nite F C I; 
(v) H is binding, that is {b E B ( \‘i’b E H b } is open in B, whenever W is open in X. 
Theorem 6. Given in Top /B* (X, p, <,) 5 smash-exponentiable, (X, p) is exponentiable. 
Proof. Consider in Top/B the space S x B with the projection n over B, where S is 
the Sierpinski space (0, l}, with 0 the unique nontrivial open. Using the two sections SO 
and s’ given by the embeddings of (0) x B and of {l} x B in S x B, respectively, we 
can have two fibrewise pointed spaces (S x B, T, SO) and (S x B, YT, s’). We will denote 
by (Oo(X),po,jo) and by (O’(X),p’.j’) the fibrewise pointed spaces (7r, so)(P,“) and 
(rr, s’)(P+), respectively. Using the description given by Lemma 3, 00(X) and O’(X) 
have as underlying sets UbEB{U open in r)-‘(b) ) s(b) E U} and UbtB{U open in 
p-‘(b) 1 s(b) $ U}, respectively. Obviously the union of these two sets gives O(X). 
Let 5 belong to vb, open in p- ’ (b). 
Case 1: s(b) E Vb. In this case vb E 00(X). We can consider then the composition of 
the evaluation map eo : 00(X) Ag X + S x B with cl0 : 00(X) xg X -+ 00(X) AB X, 
quotient due to the smash product. By the description of the counit given in Lemma 3, 
eoqe(Vb, ZE) = 0. Therefore (eoqo)-’ (0) is an open neighborhood of (vb, z) in 00(X) xg 
X, which is a subspace of 00(X) x X. Hence there exist H and U open in 00(X) and 
in X, respectively such that 
(vb,x) E [(H X u) n (00(x) XB x)] C (eoqo)-‘(0). 
As a consequence of the action of the evaluation map, U C n H and then n H is a 
neighborhood of x in X. 
Now we have to show that H fulfills the other conditions of Proposition 5. First of all 
we fix b E B. Let ub E Hb and ub C UL, open in 1_‘-’ (b) (note that also u; has to contain 
s(b)). We can consider B U S as a fibrewise pointed space over B, using as projection 
the identity on B and the constant map of value b on S and the injection of B as section. 
By the construction of the smash product, it is easy to see that (B U S) AB X is obtained 
from the space B U (S x p-‘(b)) by identifying (0, s(b)), (1, s(b)) with b. Let us define 
f:Bu(Sxp-‘(b)) + S x B as f(V) = (0. b’), for any b’ E B, f)Oxp_,cbj = xuf x 1~ 
and fl , xp_,cbj = xu x 1 B, where XV is the characteristic function of the open set V. 
f is a continuous map which sends (0, s(b)). (1, s(b)) and b in (0, b). Therefore f can 
be extended by a map f’ : (B U S) AL( X ---) S x B. By the universal property of the 
adjunction, there exists a map f^: B U S + 00(X) such that ee (f* AB lx) = f’. Then 
f^(O) = U’, f^(l) = U and 1 E f-‘(H), h’ h w ‘c 1s o p en in S and consequently equals S. 
This means that U’ E H and proves that H is saturated. As for the finite union property, 
let UIUz E Hb and C be the set of finite subsets of I with an extra point 00. Let us 
define a topology in C in which the points in C different from 03 are open and the open 
neighborhoods of 00 are the subsets of C containing 30 and saturated with regard to the 
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inclusion. We can consider B U C as a fibrewise pointed space over B, in the same way 
we did before for B U S. Also here the smash product (B U C) /\B X is obtained from 
the space B U (C x p-‘(6)) by identifying (c, s(b)) with b for any c E C. Let us define 
f:Bu(Cxp-l(b)) + S x B as f(V) = (0: b’), for any 6’ E B, 
As before f can be extended by a map f’ : (B U C) AB X + S x B, associated to 
f^: BUG’ ---f 00(X). Then f-‘(H) IS an open neighborhood of 00 in C and consequently 
it contains a finite subset of I. This proves that H has the finite union property. 
To conclude this first case, we need to show the binding property for H. Let IV be open 
in X. Let us denote by Bo = W n s(B) and by Xe = p-‘p(B0). The space (BUB~)I\BX 
is obtained from the space (B U Bo) x B X = (I? x B X) U (I30 x B X) = X0 U X by 
identifying any p-’ (b) with s(b) in X and moreover with the copy of s(b) in Xa whenever 
s(b) E Bo. Let f : X U X,J + S x B be defined in the following way: fix = (O,p), 
fl x,, = (X(tvnxo).p). f can be extended by a map f’ : (B U Bo) Ag X ----f S x B, 
associated to f^: B U I30 + 00(X). H has then the binding property, since f-‘(H) = 
{b E B 1 LVb E Hb}. 
Cas_e 2: s(b) $ Vl. In thiz case V, E 01 (X). Note that, denoting by X = X \ Q, s(b), 
z E X and 01 (X) = O(X). Repeating the same argument as in Case 1, we can find 
H C O(r?) c O(X), such that Vi E H and n H c .% is a neighborhood of x in X. As 
a consequence we have that X is open in X. 
Following the same line as before with the necessary changes, we can prove that H 
is saturated and has the finite union property as a subset of O(X) (but not as a subset 
of O(X)!). To solve the problem we have to consider the map o : 00(X) + O(g), 
given by a(Ub) = Ub \ {s(b)}. Th en as a solution for this second case we can take 
z = H U a-‘(H). Obviously 77 c O(X), Vb E ?? and np is a neighborhood of x in 
X. It is straightforward to see that z is saturated and has the finite union property in 
O(X). 
As for the binding property, let W be open in X. Let us consider (Bu B) as a fibrewise 
pointed space over B in the obvious way. 
(X(,-G). ~):XA~(BUB)=X+SXB 
has an associated map f : B U B + O(X) related to the evaluation map el with 
f*-l(H)-Bu{b~B~W/#~~H}=Bu{b~B/Il/bt~}. 
This means that 77 is binding in O(X) and the proof is concluded. 0 
Corollary 7. Let (X, p! s) in Top /B, be smash-exponentiable. Then for any other pos- 
sible section s’, (X, p, s’) is smash-exponentiable. 
Corollary 8. Let (X, p. s) in Top /B, be smash-exponentiable. Then any jbre (p-’ (b), 
s(b)) is smash-exponentiable in Top, (which is equivalent to saying that p-‘(b) is quasi- 
locally compact [2, Theorem 61). 
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Proof. From (X,p) being exponentiable by Theorem 6 and from Corollary 1.4 of [9] 
we obtain that any fibre p-‘(b) is Cartesian in Top, which means p-‘(b) quasi-locally 
compact (see [4] and [3]). Using now Theorem 1 of [2], the cartesianness of p-‘(b) 
implies that the functor (-) A (p-’ (b), s(b)) : Top, --f Top, has a right adjoint, that is 
(p-‘(b), s(b)) is smash-exponentiable in our terminology. 0 
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